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MEMORANDUM

ATTENTION: Senate TEL

TEL+1 778 782 3925

FAX+1 778 782 5876

sfu.ca/vpacademic

Simon Fraser University

Strand Hall 3100

8888 University Drive

Bumaby BC

Canada V5A 1S6

FROM: Peter Keller, VIce-Presldent. Academic and Provost, and Chair, SCUP

RE: Full Program Proposal for a Certificate in Philosophy and Methodology of Science (SCUP 16-49}

DATE: December 12, 2016 TIME

At its December 7, 2016 meeting, SCUP reviewed and approved the full program proposal for a
Certificate in Philosophy and Methodology of Science in the Department of Philosophy within the
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, effective Fall 2017.

Motion:

That Senate approve and recommend to the Board of Governors the full program proposal for a
Certificate in Philosophy and Methodology of Science in the Department of Philosophy within the
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, effective Fall 2017.

c: D. Heide
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MEMORANDUM

ATTENTION

FROM

RE:

DATE

mOES

Senate Committee on University
Priorities

Mark Lechner, Acting Chair
Senate Committee on Undergraduate

Studies

Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences [SCUS 16-43d)

November 7, 2016

1/1

Action undertaken by the Senate Committee on Undergraduate Studies at its meeting of
Novembers, 2016, gives rise to the following recommendations:

Motion

That SCUP approve and recommend to Senate the Full Program Proposal for the
Certificate in Philosophy and Methodology of Science in the Department of
Philosophy within the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences.

The relevant documentation for review by SCUP is attached.

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY ENGAeiNG THE WORLD
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MEMORANDUM

ATTENTION

FROM

REt

DATE

Jo HinchlifTe, Secretary
Senate Committee on Undergraduate Studies

Catherine Murray, Chair
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
Curriculum Committee

Curriculum Revisions: Department of Philosophy

24 October 2016

At its meeting of 13 October 2016, the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences Curriculum
Committee approved the attached foil program proposal (FASSCC 16-24), as submitted by the
Department of Philosophy.

Full Program Proposal: Certificate in Philosophy and Methodology of Science
(proposed effective date Fall 2017)

Please place this item on the agenda of the next meeting of SCUS.

CM:

Att.



FASSCC16-24

SFU
Department of Philosophy

WMC 4606

8888 University Drive, Burnaby, BC
Canada V5A IS6

THL 778.782.3343

F;\X 778.782.4443

dheidc@sfu.ca

wwu'.sfu.ca/philosophy

MEMORANDUM

ATTENHON

FROM

RE:

Catherine Murray

Dai Heide

Philosophy Curriculum Proposals

DATE September 22, 2016

PAGES I

Dear Catherine,

At its meeting of September 16, 2016, the Department of Philosophy approved the following curricular
program changes:

1. A request for B-Soc Designation for PHIL 121, effective Fall 2017
2. A request for B-Hum Designation for PHIL 131, effective Fall 2017
3. The Full Program Proposal for a new Certificate in Philosophy and Methodology of Science

Would you please place this proposal on the agenda of the next meeting of the Faculty of Arts and Social
Sciences Undergraduate Studies Curriculum Committee?

Regards,

Dai Heide

Lecturer and Undergraduate Chair
Department of Philosophy
Faculty Teaching Fellow, FASS
Simon Fraser University

SIMON PRASER UNIVERSITY engaging the worlc
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Certificate in Philosophy and Methodology of Scienrft

1  Executive Summary

a) Purpose of the proposed program:

The ̂ posed Certificate in Philosophy and Methodology of Science Is aimed at advancing
SFU*s core goals of innovation and inteidisciplinaiy learning. The Certificate will encourage
students already intensively studying within the sciences to explore the philosophical and
methodological underpinnings and implications of science, thereby expanding their
knowl^ge and offering them new opportunities to engage with subject they might
otherwise not have encountered.

b) Credential to be awarded:

Certificate in Philosophy and Methodology of Science.

c) Location of program:

The courses required for completion of the Certificate are all offered regularly at SFU's
Bumaby campus, though some courses are also offered at SFU's Harbour Centre campus
and/or at SFU*s Surrey campus.

d) Faculty offering the proposed new prt^ram:

The Certificate will be administered and awarded by the Philosophy Department in SFU*s
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences.

e) Anticipated program start date:

FaU2017.

f) Anticipated completion time:

Students will be able to complete the Certificate in conjunction with their degree programs.

g) Summary of the proposed program

•  Aims, goals, and objectives:

The ̂  of the Certificate is to provide students majoring in the sciences that are
traditionally associated with natural philosophy, such as the natural sciences,
m^ematics, computer science, and psychology, with the opportunity to gain
pl^osophical insight into key questions concerning the methodology and practice of
science and to acquire core critical and philosophical reasoning skills while doing so.

• Contribution to the nundate and strategic plan of the institution:

The proposed certificate serves SFU's Strategic Vision by encouraging students to pursue
TOnnections between academic subjects not traditionally linked in SFU's curriculum and
by encouraging students to seek academic breadth and core reasoning skills deemed
valuable by employers.
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The cntificate aims to appeal to students who are already studying those sciences most
closely associated with natural philosophy and its histoiy — firom physics to geography to
psychological and computational sciences - by offering students an opportunity to
strengthen and broaden their scientific knowledge through learning about the
philosophical issues and methods that traditionally have been, and currently are, most
relevant to the sorts of inquiry undertaken in these scientific disciplines.

Potratial areas/sectors of employment for gradnates or opportunities for farther
study:

This CerUficate will enhance job prospects for science students pursuing traditional
caren options in their fields because it will indicate to employers that gniHAtifs ij^ve
sought to expand their understanding of the fields they have chosen and to draw
^nnections between the study of science and other academic areas of inquiry. It will
inqirove the writing sl^ of students who take it, something often mentioned by
employe, espeaally in die STEM fields, as a skill of which they wish new employees
had more.

Delivery methods:

The courses required for the Certificate are comprised of existing courses in the
Philf^phy Dept. at SFU and other departments in the University. No new course
offerings are required, and none of the courses are currently offered online.

Program strengths:

The ̂osophy Dep^ent has current research and teaching strength in the philosophy
of science, met^hysics and epistemology. Each of these areas is closely related to the
study and practice of science.

Level of support and recognition:

We have received enthusiastic support from all SFU programs whose courses are
associated with the proposed Certificate.

Rdated programs:

WMe there are numerous programs in Histoiy and Philosophy of Science, inrimti.. m
undergraduate major at UBC, the aims and scope of such programs are significantly
^ment than those of the proposed CeitiBcate. Programs in Histoiy and niUosophy of
Science are not typically aimed at students engaged in the study of science and
moreover, such programs require a significant study of the history of philosophy. The
proposed Certificate, by contrast, is aimed primarily at students studying the sciences
most closely associated wito natural philosophy and offering them a modest
philosophical background intended to supplement, rather than supplant, their scientific
mterests.
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The only program at SFU that bears any resemblance to the proposed Certificate is the
minor in Cognitive Science. However, students may complete the COGS minor without
taking any courses in mathematics or philosophy. By contrast, the proposed Certificate,
because it requires both, aims to help students achieve different items of knowledge and
acquire a distinct set of skills. Nevertheless, we believe the two programs would
complement one another nicely, not least because students completing one would very
likely be able then to use some of the courses they had already completed in pursuit of
the other.

h) Contact information:

Dr. Dai Heide

Lecturer and Undergraduate Chair
Dept. of Philosophy
Simon Eraser University
778.782.4806

dheide@sfu.ca

2  Curriculum/Program Content

2.1 Program Structure

Students will complete the Certificate by taking four core courses in Philosophy (listed
below). Students will also complete one course in mathematics (from a range listed
below) and two courses in a science traditionally associated with natural philosophy
(listed below). Since this Certificate is primarily aimed at students already majoring in
these sciences, the math and science courses required for this Certificate are courses the
students will already be taking as part of their degree programs. Accordingly, the
additional course load for students wishing to earn this credential is simply the four
courses in Philosophy (12 units).

As such, students who wish to cam this credential will typically be able to do so in the
ordinary course of eaming their degrees: since the Certificate requires only four
additional courses, students may pursue these courses as a subset of their normal elective
courses and thus earn an additional credential in the same amount of time required to earn
a degree.

The proposed Certificate requirements will follow those defined for all certificate
requirements at SFU (including number of units, CPA, etc.:
https://www.sfu.ca/studenrs/calendar/2016/fall/fees-anH-regulations/grpHpn>ialc-
offered/defmitions.html#cert). The following requirements are specific to the proposed
Certificate in Philosophy and Methodology of Science:

22 Core Courses

PHIL 144 - Intrnduction to Philosophy of Science f^)

An introduction to philosophical issues concerning the nature of science. Topics to be
discussed include the distinction between science and pseudo-science, the nature of
scientific method, the nature of explanation in the natural and social sciences, the
phenomenon of scientific change, the relationship between scientific thcoiy and
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observation, and the objectivity of social science. Students with credit for PHIL 244 may
not take this course for further credit. Breadth-Humanities/Sciences.

PHIL 201 - Epistemology (3^

A critical overview of recent accounts of the nature and scope of human knowledge and
of justified or rational belief, and of philosophical issues that these accounts are intended
to address. Prerequisite: One of PHIL lOOW (or equivalent), I20W (or
equivalent), 121,144,150,151, or COGS 100. Students who have taken PHIL 301
cannot take this course for further credit.

PHIL 203 - Metaphvsics (31

An examination of central problems of metaphysics such as space and. time, universals
and particulars, substance, identity and individuation and personal identity. Prerequisite:
One of PHIL lOOW (or equivalent), 120W (or equivalent), 121,144,150,151, or COGS
100.

PHIL 341 - Philosonhv of Science (31*

A study of the imture of scientific enquiry, classificatory systems, laws and theories, the
role of observation in science, the demarcation between science and non-science,
causality, the status of theoretical constructs, and teleological explanation. Preremiisite:
Eitiier one of: PHIL 201 or 203; or both of PHIL lOOW (or equivalent) and COGS 200.

♦Students may, with approval from the Certificate Advisor(8), replace PHDL 341 with
another 300- or 400-level course on a suitable topic.

23 Additional Conrses

Students complete one of:

MATH 125 - Introduction to Mathematical Methods in the Physical Sciences -1 (3)
MATH 126 - Introduction to Mathematical Methods in the Physical Sciences - n (3)
MATH 150—Calculus I witii Review (4)
MATH 151 - Calculus I (3)
MATH 152 - Calculus H (3)
MATH 154 — Calculus I for the Biological Sciences (3)
MATH 155 - Calculus 11 for tiie Biological Sciences (3)
MATH 157 - Calculus I for the Social Sciences (3)
MATH 158 - Calculus II for the Social Sciences (3)

and two of:

BISC101 — General Biology (4)
BISC 102 — General Biology (4)
CHEM 121 - General Chemistry and Laboratory I (4)
CHEM 122 - General Chemistry II (2)
CMPT120 — Introduction to Computing Science and Programming I (3)
CMPT125 — Introduction to Computing Science and Programmine II (3)
EASC 101 - Dynamic Earth (3)
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EASC 210—Historical Geology (3)
ENSC 100 - Engineering Technology and Society (3)
ENSC lOOW - Engineering Technology and Society (3)
ENSC 105W - Process, Form and Convention in Professional Genres (3)
GEOG 100 - Society, Space and Environment: Introducing Human Geography (3)
GEOG102 - World Problems in Geographic Perspective (3)
LING 100 - Communication and Language (3)
UNG 110 - The Wonder of Words (3)
LING 220 — Introduction to Linguistics (3)
LING 221 - Introduction to Phonetics and Phonology (3)
MACM101 - Discrete Mathematics I (3)
MACM 201 - Discrete Mathematics n (3)
PHYS 101 — Physics for the Life Sciences I (3)
PHYS 102 - Physics for die Life Sciences n (3)
PHYS 120 - Mechanics and Modem Physics (3)
PHYS 121 - Optics, Electricity and Magnetism (3)
PSYC 100 - Introduction to Psychology I (3)
PSYC102 — Introduction to Psychology II (3)

Program Resources

3 J Target audience and enrolment plan

The target audience is students majoring in the sciences that are traditionally associated
with natural philosophy, such as the natural sciences, mathematics, computer science and
psychology. '

No inaxinium target enrolment has been set, but the Philosophy Department has already
received significant interest ftom science students in its lower-division courses (e.g.,
especiaUy PHIL 144) and, upon approval of the certificate, intends to engage in a *
widespread campaign to attract students. Numerous colleagues in departments whose
courses are iricluded here have indicated that they believe many of their students would
be interested in such a Certificate on both intellectual and practical grounds and have
offered to support it if and when it is approved.

32 Resomrces

The Certificate is resource-neuunl insofar as it requires only existing SFU courses taught
tjr ciront fecully. The impact on existing programs will thus be minimal: since the
Certificate aims to attract students already majoring in the sciences, we expect no impact
on associa^ science and math programs in the university. Any increased demand for
enrolment in PHIL courses will be modest and easily accommodated.

The proposal is for a new credential awarded by the Philosophy Dept. As such, the Certificate
wiU be reviewed every seven years alongside the rest of the Philosophy program during the
department's regular external reviews.

Plrogram Consultation
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Every department whose courses are included as fuifilling requirements for the credential has
been consulted and has approved their inclusion in the requirements for this credential. Please see
attached memos in Appendices, §8.4. Furthermore, a Notice of Intent has been passed by PASS
Curriculum Committee, SCUS and SCUP.

6  Evidence of Student Interest and Labour Market Demand

We assess demand in two ways, first in terms of student demand for this certificate, and second in
terms of employer demand for the skills acquired by students in gaining this certificate. The skills
that students acquire in philosophy courses, which our courses emphasize and teach, are usually
those mentioned as most desirable by employers. We teach students how to read a wide range of
material, at varying levels of complexity and in a wide range of styles, in order to distill out and
critically assess key lines of reasoning. We teach students how to wrife clearly, precisely, and
concisely. We teach students how to use discussion as a tool to make progress in understanding
and solving difficult problems. Effective verbal communication is a learned skill that we actively
develop. This includes the ability to carefully listen to and respond to complex points made by
others, and to participate oneself in a manner that is respectful and produetive by making to the
point, carefully formulated, and concise contributions.

Student demand: Based on informal surveys in our introductory Philosophy of Science course
(Phil 144), which is often taken by science students for a Breadth-Humanities credit, there is
relevant student demand for this credential. Students in the sciences have expressed concern that
there are limitations to the teaching of certain skills within their own degree programs, such as
clear writing or complex reading skills. The intention of our certificate is to provide interested
science students with additional critical thinking skills that will enhance their work in their fields
of research, and help them to think about it in more complex ways, to write more concisely and
clearly, and to more effectively express themselves in discussion. Students recognize that these
are useful job skills and recognize that our program is well-suited to teach them. They have
expressed interest in this certificate as a way to both gain these skills and to stand out among a
crowd of job applicants with similar qualifications.

Employer demand: There is ample evidence that employers seek students who have the kinds of
critical thinking skills that are developed in these Philosophy courses. The courses in this
certificate will provide the skills to students with science training to critically think about and
assess various aspects of their own work. They will also be, on average, far more effective
writers, and better able to work in teams with effective verbal communication skills. "Employers
complain that colleges are not producing graduates who can solve problems and connect the dots
on complex issues," and this is what our certificate will provide evidence of to prospective
employers, (quoted from http://www.wsi.com/articles/bosses-seek-critical-thinkinp-but-what-is-
that-1413923730), and this is what our certificate will provide evidence of to prospective
employers.

For instance, the top five of these top 10 skills that employers look for as ones that will be
enhanced by this certificate: http://www.forbes.eom/sites/susanadatns/2014/l l/12/the-10-skills-
emplovers-most-want-in-2015-graduates/. ' ~

Similvly, of these four key skills, two of them are clearly developed in this certificate, most
especially that of effective communication:

http://www.forbes.eom/sites/worldeconomicforum/2Q16/01/06/the-four-skills-vou-need-tn-
become-a-global-Ieader/. ~~~
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Finally , further evidence Aat employers selecting students with scientific backgrounds also seek a
background in the humanities is provided here: http://www.scientlficamericanmTn/flr»iripi/ctofn-
education-is-vital-but-not-at-the-expense-of-the-humanities/.

7  Appendices

7.1 Calendar Entry

A minimum grade of C- is required in all courses that are used to fulfill the requirements
of the certificate. An overall Simon Fraser University cumulative grade point average
(CGPA) of 2.25 must be maintained. All upper division philosophy courses must be
completed at Simon Fraser University.

Core Courses

Students complete all of:

PHIL 144 - Introduction to the Philosophy of Natural and Social Science (3)
PHIL 201 - Epistemology (3)
PHIL 203 - Metaphysics (3)
PHIL 341 - Philosophy of Science (3)*

* Students may, with approval from the Certificate Advisor(s), replace PHIL 341 with
another 300- or 400-level course on a suitable topic.

Additional Courses

Students complete one of:

MATH 125 - Introduction to Mathematical Methods in the Physical Sciences-I (3)
MATH 126 - Introduction to Mathematical Methods in the Physical Sciences-II (3)
MATH 150 - Calculus I with Review (4)
MATH 151 -Caleulus I (3)
MATH 152 - Calculus II (3)
MATH 154 - Calculus I for the Biological Sciences (3)
MATH 155 - Calculus II for the Biological Sciences (3)
MATH 157 - Calculus I for the Social Sciences (3)
MATH 158 - Calculus II for the Social Sciences (3)

and two of:

BISC 101 — General Biology (4)
BISC 102 — General Biology (4)
CHEM 121 - General Chemistry and Laboratory I j(4)
CHEM 122 - General Chemistry II (2)
CMPT 120 - Introduction to Computing Science and Programming I (3)
CMPT 125 - Introduction to Computing Science and Programming II (3)
EASC 101 - Dynamic Earth (3)
EASC 210 — Historical Geology (3)
ENSC 100 - Engineering Technology and Society (3)
ENSC lOOW - Engineering Technology and Society (3)
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ENSC 105W - Process, Form and Convention in Professional Genres (3)
GEOG111 •> Earth Systems (3)
GEOG 213 - Introduction to Geomorphology (3)
GEOG 214 - Weather and Climate (3)
GEOG 215 - Biogeography (3)
UNG 100 - Communication and Language (3)
LING 110 -The Wonder of Words (3)
UNG 220 - Introduction to Linguistics (3)
UNG 221 - Introduction to Phonetics and Phonology (3)
MACM 101 - Discrete Mathematics I (3)
MACM 201 - Discrete Mathematics II (3)
PHYS 101 - Physics for the Ufe Sciences I (3)
PHYS 102 - Physics for the Life Sciences n (3)
PHYS 120 - Mechanics and Modem Physics (3)
PHYS 121 - OpticSt Electricity and Magnetism (3)
PSYC 100 — Introduction to Psychology I (3)
PSYC 102 — Introduction to Psychology n (3)

12
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SFU

I>l i'AKI MINI (li
Bum iMiU ai Si ii mi s

Erin Barley
Senior Lecturer

Chair, Departmental Undcrgrad
Curriculum Committee

Simon Eraser University
Department ofBiologieal Sciences
8888 University Drive,
Bumaby, BC, Canada
V5A 1S6

TEL: 778-782-4972

FAX: 778-782-3496

ebariey@sfu.ca

October 6,2015

RE: Philosophy new program

Dear Dai Heide,

I ye spoken with Emelia Kirkwood, the Undergraduate Program Advisor for
Biologieal Scicnecs about your new certificate in Philosophy, Methodology
and Scicnee. This looks like an interesting option for Seience students who
want to broader their background in Philosophy, and we don't anticipate any
logistical problems at our end.

On behalf of the Biological Sciences Undergraduate Curriculum Committee,
we are pleased to support this certificate.

Sincerely,

Erin Barley

SI.MON IMASItt IIMVIKMIV IKOaoinc tHl
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Frem: <WmEtfs«rJohnwftie8fu«a
CaffiIeat»EnPt^toKplqr,Methodotoay«RdSoi8ne8

Dote: Oetob8r1.201S«t 5:12 PM
Vk DallWdsdheldeesftixa
Ce: h8iM{erse9sfti.ca

Attention: Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences

Re. Certificate In Philosophy, Methodology and Science

The School of computing Science has no objection to the Inclusion of the listed lower division
dl^unctive list of required additional courses pertaining to

the Certificate In Philosophy, Methodology and Science.

John Edgar
Undergraduate Program Director
School of Computing Science

Full Program Proposal
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From: Shahin Ooshlgard sdashtgard®gmail.com
Subject: Re: Request from Philosophy

Date: January 13.2016 at 9:06 AM
To: Oal Keide dheide®sfu.ca

Hi Dal.

Yes. I am happy with the changes made, and I approve the Certificate program on behalf of EASC.

Shahin

On FrI, Jan 8.2016 at 5UI5 PM, Daf Kefde <cthBlda@sfu.ca> wroto:
HI Shahin.

UsSfS «"<« Scionce certificate that we discussed back In October, t set
Imaa . t 9"' cumcukim deadline draws near. I'm getting my ducks in a row. Indeed, your suasestion inthe bekm email is welMaken and we have adjusted the certificate accordingly. | have attached the latest version.

If this Is now to your tiklng. would you be so kind as to send me a memo Indicating your approval of the certificate?

All the best.

Dal

On Oct 3.2015, at 4:44 PM.

Hi Dai,

^ ® selected EASC 201 and 202 rather than our two'^sjors classes: EASC 101 and 210? They asked tiecause the classes selected Int he other science
^Mphnes are first year courses and it makes sense to use the same courses for EASC. Would you be ooen to a
friendly amendment of replacing EASC 201 and 202 with EASC 101 and 210?

Thanks,

Shahin

On Wed. Sep 30,201S at 3:31 PM, Dai Heida <dheide®sfii vumta-
Dear Shahin,

rm writing in my capably as Undergraduate Chair of SFU's Philosophy Dept. We are currently In the orocess of
pro^sing a new cerllffcalo in Philosophy. Methodology and Science aimed specifically at SFU's science
students who are perhaps seeking to distinguish themselves wHh a non-science credential upon graduation.

f Mmplete three non-philosophy courses: one math course (chosen from a
®  courses that

IIS ^ f*® ""ajof programs). Accordingly, students seeking this credential would
K  f5®"®t '^®''' programs already require. I haveattached the NOI, which includes the proposed certificate requirements on pp. 2-3.

flim ®®'<"'®®*® to proceed through FASS, I am required to seek approval
!Sk atmSlSKSlfK ® '®^®''®'"®"< tor our certificate. So I'm hoping you'll haSe a^k at the attached NOI - and. if you think it s necessary, consult with your undergraduate committee - and then
be able to prwtde me with a memo indicating that your department does not object to having the relevant
courses included In the disjunctive list of required courses for our certificate.

aSnrSiSS''!? ®?"" ® <I®tok rosponse is possible, jt would be very muchappreciated. But if it is not. then III look fonivard to hearing back from you at your convenience.

Please don't hesitate to be in touch if you have any questions about the certificate or about our intentions.

All the best.
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From: ENSC UCC cnscucc®s(u.ca
Subject: RE: Request from Philosophy

Date: January 8.2016 at 6:14 PM
To: Dal Kelde (lh8ide@slu.ca

Hi Dal

Thanks for the follow up email. I had Inquired Internally with the Instructors for ENSC 100 and 105 but
neglected to follow up with you.

Please see the thread below Indicating that there Is no objection, (you may also enjoy the light humour
of my typographical error, from breadth elective to 'bread' elective).

Cheers,

Marinko

—Original Message—
From: ENSC UCC (mailto:enscucc@sfu.ca]
Sent: Friday, October 02,2015 12:39 PM
To: 'Mike Sjoerdsma' <mhs@sfu.ca>; 'John Jones' <jones@sfu.ca>
Cc: whltmore@sfu.ca; 'Ugrad Assistant ENSC <enscugra@sfu.ca>
Subject: RE: Request from Philosophy

Hi John and Mike

Thanks for your rapid responses. Also glad that you can accept my typographical error in
good humour.

Cheers,

Marinko

—Original Message—

Sent: Thursday, October 1,2015 9:30 AM
To: John Jones <iones®sfu.ca>

Cc: ENSC UCC <firi5£y£C@sfuxa>; whltmore®sfu.ga: Ugrad Assistant ENSC
<enscugra®sfu.ga>

Subject: Re: Request from Philosophy

HI Marinko,

I'm also fine with Philosophy using ENSC 105W as a bread and butter elective.

Mike
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SFU

Department of Geography

Depai'uiiciu. of Geography
Simon IPraecr Untverst^

STRBBT ADDRBfS

Robert C. Brown HtU 7123
Bumst^BCVSA ISE

Mailino Address

8888 Univeisity Drive
BumabyBCVBRlSd
futtaA*

TBi: 778.782.4599

pax: 778.782.5841
email: cincc8iiii@sfli.ca

To: Dai Heidei Dept of Philosophy

From: Eugene McCann, Chair, Undergraduate Studies Committee, Geography
Re: Philosophy, Methodology and Science certificate

Date: Jan 14 2016

The Department of Geogn^hy Undeigcaduate Studies Committee has
reviewed your proposed Philosophy, Methodology and Science cerdficate. We
are hqipy to give it our approval in its current form.

SIMON IRAIBR UNIVGRSITV THINKINO OP TNC WONLC
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Ooar Dal,

2 oufSrtSa"'^ has mei and we have no objection to the indusion of UNO 220 and LING 22lln the disjunctive Gst of requiied courses
ii^efMiiwi^gpon^"*^ ^ ^ '"c'"''® "• l«at B® ahead, no need to ask us aBalh. WiO this do, or do you need a
Panes

Panaylotis Pappas
Associate Professor
Chair. Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
Department of Linguistics. SFU
Chair. Senate Committee on University Teaching and Learnlne (SCUTL)
Burnaby BC V5A1S6

778-782-5514
RCB 9217

On Sep 30,2015. at 331 PM. Oai Heido 'B(lhaide®sfu.ea> wrote:

Hello.

Chair of SRJ^ Philosophy Dept. We are currenUy in the process of proposing a new certificate

with aS'SSSSKonlSS
J^Ptele three non^phllosophy courses; one math course (chosen from a wide range of calculus^evei

coi^) ̂  two courses (chosen from a broad list - these are courses that would already be required by the students* malor
programs). AcMnftigfy. students seeking this credential would not be required to take any science or math classes beyond what their maior
programs already require. I have attached the NOI, which kwludes the proposed certificata requirements on pp. 2-3.

'Z'® '»'«««' PASS.' a™ reqw'oU lo seek approval from each departmentwhose courses could fulfill a requiremont for our certificate. So I'm hoping youl! have a look at the sltachod NOI • and, If you think

^ undergraduate ommiRee • and than be able to provide me wtth a memo Indicating that your dspartmant doesnot object to having the relevant courses Included In the disjurrctlvolist of required courses for our certlftcato.

!« Bulek response is posslrle. It would be very much appredaled. But if Q is not thennilook forward to hearing back from you at your convenience. duui « w noi. men

Please dent he^te io be in touch if you have any questions about (ho eertificalo or about our intentions.

AO the best,

DalHelde
Lecturer and Undergraduate Chair
Philosophy OepL
Sbnon Fraser University

<NOI for Certificata In Philosophy. Methodology and Scienco Seplcmbor 2015.(locs>

Full Program Proposal



Certificate in Philosophy and Methodology of Science

From: Jeffrey McGutrk |nicguirk@sfu.ca
Subject: Re: R^est from Philosophy

Date: September 30,20tS at 11:06 PM
To: Dai Hekfo dhoidoSsfu.ca

Dear Dai,

1? cenwms about this program. It seems an interesting opportunity for students, and these are appropriateIntroductory physics classes. Ycu might even consider includfng our other equivalent Intro courses PHYS140,141,125,126.

Best,
Jeff

On Sap 30,2015 331 PM, *Dai Hefcfe* <di2Sjde@sfu,c^ wrote:
Dear Jeffrey,

^pSJltLTK 0' SFU-s Phibsophy DcpL We are currently in the process of proposing a new certifieate
With a^SSo^S^Sa^plfSSS? '

JHf' """Plote three non-phibsophy courses: one math course (chosen from a wide range el ca!eulu84evelcourses) and two science courses (chosen from a broad bst • these are courses that would alreadv be reoulred bv the sturiont*' mninr
programs), Accc^ngly, students seeking this credential would not bo required to lake any sdenee or math beyond wha!^^ mabr
programs already require. I have attached the NCI, which includes the p^vosed certificate reSSmeS wlS?! ^
The reason I'm writing is that in order for the certiftcate to proceed through PASS, I am required to seek approval from each deuartmeni
wliose courses could fulfill a requirement for our certifbate. So I'm hoping youtl hove a look at the attacfied NOI - and if vou ihink ft'«

not object to having the relevant courses Indtided in the tHsJunctive Eist of required courses for our certificate*

Ptease dent hesitate to be In touch if you have any questbns about the certincala or about our imenllens.

All the best,

DalKelde
Lecturer and Undergraduate Chair
Phibsophy Dept.
Simon Fraser Urdversity

Full Program Proposal



Certificate in Philosophy and Methodology of Science

MEMORANDUM

Rebecca J Cobb, PhD
Office: RCB73I5
Phone:

Lab Room:
Lab Phone:
Email:

778.782-3123
RCB5208

778-782-7155

reobb@siu.ca

STREET & MAILING ADDRESS
RGB 5246

8888 Univctslty Drive
Bttmaby.RC VSA IS6
Canada

CONTACT INFORMATION
Phone: 778-782-3354
Fax: 778-782-3427
Wcbfite: www.psyc.slti.cB

SFU

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

I ATTENTION: Janc Putkingham. PhD
IHI Pliilosophy Certificate Program

I DATE: November 11.2015

The psychology undergraduate studies committee has reviewed the proposal from Philosophy for
a cetltlicatc in Philosophy, Methodology and Science, and we have unanimously approved on
Octobers. 2015.

Sincerely,

Rebecca J. Cobb

Undergraduate Studies Chair, Psychology

SI.\I0N f'RASI:R I'N'IVI-RSITV EnCAGINO THE WORLD

Full Program Proposal




